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2949 and 3169 Chrysler PT Cruiser Mount Identification
The 2949 is one of our most popular mounts and we occasionally receive tech service calls stating this particular
torque strut mount will not fit on some PT Cruiser applications. The fitment problem occurs on PT Cruiser
models with the 2.4L Turbo engine.
THE ISSUE:
1. If you try to install a 2949 mount on a PT Cruiser application with the 2.4L Turbo engine, you will experience
a clearance problem. The correct mount for this application is a 3169. However, because both mounts look
very similar, many counter people assume that the 2949
2949 mount body is not notched
will work.
2. Conversely you cannot use the 3169 mount for regular
PT Cruisers (without the Turbo). The 3169 mounting
hole has a larger diameter than the 2949. This can cause
the mount to slide back and forth due to the larger hole
diameter, resulting in potential engine vibration and
premature failure down the road.
3169 mount body is notched to
provide proper clearance

THE SOLUTION:
Always verify the engine option when selling a mount and
specifically for PT Cruiser applications. Our electronic cataloging references the 3169 mount for 2.4L Turbo applications and
the 2949 for Non-Turbo applications. Just because they look
similar, does not mean they will work properly.
For more information, please contact our
Technical Support department at 800-444-4616

Larger Diameter
mounting hole

Visit Us at the Upcoming AAPEX Show - Booth 4535
Anchor Industries will be displaying at the upcoming AAPEX Show in Las Vegas on
November 1st - 3rd at booth # 4535. Our entire management team will be in attendance
to answer any questions and highlight our products and programs.
In order to best utilize everyone’s time during the show we strongly encourage you to schedule a meeting in
advance by contacting Dominic Velotta or George Strait and set up a specific time. Please contact them at:
Dominic Velotta/V.P. of Sales
800-444-4616
domvelotta@aol.com

George Strait/Western Sales Manager
210-492-7271
gstrait@sbcglobal.net
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